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These days we hear all around us about ecological
imbalance, pollutions, green house effect, global
warming due to ruthless deforestation and falling
of trees in the name of development, cultivation,
mining and for laying roads and railways. Again
forests are submerged under the huge irrigation
dams. From very word FOREST we know that
it gives us :-

FOOD

OXYGEN

RAIN

ENVIRONMENTAL BALANCE

SOIL CONSERVATION

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Human life is associated with trees and
creepers. Names of individuals are mostly derived
from the world of Botany and its ancillaries. A
new-born child is associated with a newly-planted
tree with which its life is supposed to be tied up.
On memorable days (such as:- birthday, marriage
day, day of promotion or oath-taking in high
responsibilities) trees are planted as token of
fortune. There is inter-connection between human
life and plant-world.

In this context it is very interesting to note
the attitude of our ancestors and their outlook

towards the nature. They were highly refined
individuals who loved and worshipped the nature.
It is not merely in the tradition but also in the
religious texts. In the art and sculpture of
Buddhism, Hinduism and Sakhism we find the
worship of trees. There are special mantras in
the Vedas, which speak very high of trees
regarding medicinal properties; thus runs the
saying “yevemHele³e: Meeefvle:”.

Ashwastha or Peepal tree is worshipped
by the Hindus and the Buddhists alike. Deodar
(osyeoeª) is the tree of Gods. We find Navagrahvana
(veyeie^nyeve)  in many towns along with temples. Trees
are worshipped as tree-spirit and revered by
common folk. Kalpa vriksha (keÀuHeye=#e) /Nyagradha
/ Cocoanut is the fulfilling tree; Ashoka (DeMeeskeÀ
(keÀe)dispels sorrows, Neem (vee rce) bestows
happiness; Mandara  (cevoej)gladdens the sun-God;
sun and Ganesh (met³e& Deesj ieCesMe) have taken abode
in “DekeÀe&”(Arka); so unmarried girls worship ‘Arka’
to get good bridegrooms; thus runs the tradition
and culture. Moreover a branch of ‘Amla’ would
be tied with Tulsi in Vrundavan (ye=voeyeve) and
worshipped on the evening of Uttanadwadashi
(GÊeeveÂeoMeer) twelve days after Deepabali or Diwali.
It is believed that Palasa (Heueeme) is the manifestation
of Brahma, Nyagrodha of Shiva, Udumbara
(Ficus glomerata) of Yama and so on and so forth.

Our ancients were not only impressed by
the majesty of the height of the trees or by their
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canopies, but also Kusha (kegÀMe), Darva (oYe&) and
small herb like Tulasi (leguemeer) are worshipped. The
lotus (Heodce) is used vividly in religious texts; for
example, the Goddess of Wealth-Mahalaxmi is
described as Padmalaye (Heodceeue³es), Padma haste
(Heodcenmles), Padmamukhi (HeodcecetKeer), Padmagandha/
Padmagandhini (HeodceieefvOveer) etc. A lot of name using
Padma (Heodce) as pre-fix are seen in six-Suktam.
‘Kadamba’tree is associated with legends of
Krishna’s exploits and miracles. Bilva (efyeuedye) is
highly medicinal tree with a trifoliate ($eerMeeKee)
arrangement of leaves. It is cultivated near Shiva
temple as the tree is sacred to Lord Shiva. The
fruits and leaves of the Bilva are considered as
the best offerings to Shiva. Salmali (Meeuedceueer) the
red silk cotton tree is depicted in the nativity
scheme of Buddha. This tree is sculpted in
Buddha’s nativity scheme/ scene as depicted in
Gandhara sculptures. The sala tree (Meeueye=#e) in full
blossom was also worshipped for obtaining
offspring.

To conclude it must be pointed out that it
is high time to rekindle the religious, emotional
and reverential bonds between man and nature
for the very survival of the homo-sapiens on this
planet. Forets of Amazan Basin are called the
lungs of the world.

Peepal (Ficus religiosa, Family
Moraceae) is widely known as Ashvastta (DeMyemLe)
throughout India. He is held sacred by the Hindus
as well as Buddhists. The famous peepal tree in
Srilanka is believed to be 2500 years old. We
believe that under a peepal tree on the bank of
river ‘Niranjana’ Goutam got Enlightenment and
became Buddha. Hindus associate this tree with
three Gods; i.e,

1) Brahma (ye^ïee)
2) Vishnu (efye<Ceg)
3) Maheswar/Shiva (efMeye)

This tree is treated highly; so it is
forbidden to cut it, harm it or utilize it in any
manner.

Peepal tree is always distinct from all
other figs for its glossy leaves that taper out for at
least 3-5 cms at the tip. It looks pictures que and
heart-shaped. About 15-20 cms long and 10-12
cms wide, each leaf is simple, borne on a long
stalk and prominently veined with a lovely pattern.
When leaves are young they look coppery green,
the vines are rosy. Later the leaf becomes a bluish-
green and the veins become whitish.

The flowers are not visible. It has its own
resident wasps that effect pollination and aid the
formation of the figs that are borne in pairs of
leaf-stalk junctions. This tree is found growing near
temples and monasteries.

Ashvastta is frequently depicted on
Buddhist shrines. Buddhist stupas (mlegHe) and
chaityas (®esle:) at Sanchi and Bharhut in Madhya
Pradesh, Amarabati and Nagarajunka konda in
Andra Pradesh, Mathura and Sarnath in Uttar
Pradesh, Nalanda in Bihar, Ratnagiri and Languli
in Odisha bear the sculptures of this tree. We find
Goutam Buddha under this tree either in
Dyanamudra (meditating pose = O³eevecegêe ) or in
Bhumisparsa mudra (pose of touching the ground
or earth) (Yegefcecegêe).

This tree is sacred to Vaishnavi “(yes<<eyeer)”,
the consort or female energy or Shakti of Vishnu
(efye<Ceg:). It has been held in veneration from pre-
historic times. The most well-known depiction of
it is on a seal from Mohenjodaro, circa 2500 B.C.
which shows the antiquity of the sacredness of
this peepal tree. The tree depicted on the seal
was obviously for worship.

The sacredness of this peepal tree comes
perhaps from the old Vedic rituals-called (Deefive
pevce)/ birth of Agni. It is worshipped by Hindus to
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secure the help of the magical power of the tree
as its branches are believed to drive away
enemies; its leaves produce intelligence in the child
and fulfills all desires. Depiction of this tree is seen
in temple of Tamilnadu and Gujrat (Saurashtra)
According to tradition, Krishna was shot dead
under a peepal tree by Jara, a hunter who took
the young leaves of this tree to be the ears of a
deer.Okay; it is of great importance to all.

Nyagrodha. (v³eie^esOe/yeìye=#e.)
Nyagrodha/ Vata/Vad belongs to the

family of Moracea having its Latin name as
FICUS BENGHALENSIS Linn. Its name is
mentioned in the Atharva Veda (DeLeye& yeso). It is a
large spreading ever-green tree producing aerial
roots from its branches which go down into the
soil and give additional support to the ever-
spreading tree. Thus it is called Bahupada (yengHeeo),
which means the many footed tree. This is a sacred
fig tree associated with Lord Shiva, Lord Buddha,
Goddess “Laxmi” (ue#ceer). It is given the status of
a sovereign among trees. Leaves of this tree is
oval-shaped and fruits are globular and small in
size. They are red when they are ripe, seeds are
very small. A poet says in fashion that a wide-
spreading Nagrodha/Vata tree is compressed in
a small seed.

The Nyagrodha tree was regarded by
“Kshatriyas” (#eefle^³e) as a symbol of kingship. At
Ellora, Indra, the king of celestials is seen sitting
on his elephant, Airavata (Ssjeyele)under this
‘Nyagrodha’ tree, the leaves and figs of which
are clearly visible. It is one of the Kalpavrikshas.
It is also a symbol of Brahma and worshipped on
“Vata-Savitri” day on Saturdays in the month of
Jyestha (p³esÿ). It is the abode of elder sister of
Laxmi.

Trees and Science

Let us have a bird’s eye view on the
scientific background behind the need for

conservation of bio-diversity. Our ancestors did
not face the problems of population explosion,
urbanisation or industrialisation and a life de-linked
from nature. Today for the sake of cultivation,
mining, construction of multi-purpose projects,
laying roads and rail-ways, bridges or for housing
purposes we are felling trees, denuding forests to
the extent of millions of acres.

Of late we have realized the need for
ecological balance and the need to protect
ourselves from global warming, green-house
effect etc. It is sad to notice that even without
knowing many species of trees and plants,  they
have become extinct. The flora and fauna need
to be protected for the very survial of human being.
The deforestation has resulted in climatic change,
floods, loss of habitat to wild lives. Now it is found
that dams are filled with sediment because there
are no trees to uphold the top soil; thus soil is
eroded. Soil-erosion, deforestation and change
in climate is resulting in desertification.

“A fool sees not the same tree that a
wiseman sees.”. Thus spake William Blake one
day. Now time has come; we all should realize
the importance of trees and plants; otherwise
tragic destruction would come nearer.

Now time has come to think of the value
of many trees- their contribution to oxygen stock,
medicine and preparation in percolation of water
and raising the level of water table and their cooling
effect, their maintenance of gaseous balance in
the atmosphere, their role in condensation of rain
bearing clouds and so on.
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